Abstract-Some objects are perfectly camouflaged when stationary, but are clearly visible when moving; the boundaries of such an object are defined entirely by motion parallax. Little is known about the eye's ability to make spatial discriminations between motion-defined objects. In this study, subjects viewed a pseudorandom pattern of dots within which a camouflaged bar was made visible by relative motion of dots. Vernier acuity for the motion-defined bar was 27-45 sec arc for three subjects, much less than the interdot separation of 360 sec arc, much less than the 2 deg receptive field size for motion, and comparable with the foveal intercone separation of 30 sec arc. It is proposed that an opponent-orientation process and an opponentposition process can both contribute to vernier judgements for motion-defined objects. Real-world motion contrast commonly confounds the following cues for figure-ground segregation: (1) different texture velocities on either side of the figure's boundary; (2) in any given time interval, texture in figure and ground moves different distances; and (3) texture continually appears and disappears along the figure's boundary. When cues (2) and (3) were eliminated, thus ensuring figure-ground segregation was achieved entirely by motion-sensitive neural elements, vernier acuity was 44 ± 5 sec arc compared with 36 ± 8 sec arc for a dotted bar defined by luminance contrast. Conclusion: Vernier acuity for a dotted bar whose boundary was defined entirely by motion-sensitive neural elements was similar to vernier acuity for a dotted bar whose boundary was defined by luminance contrast.
INTRODUCTION
It is a common observation that some objects are quite visible when moving, but cannot be distinguished from their surroundings when stationary; indeed, this is the basis of some animals' livelihood. There is growing understanding of how human (Anstis, 1970; Regan and Spekreijse, 1970; Julesz, 1971; Braddick, 1973; Chang and Julesz, 1983, 1984; Regan and Beverley, 1984; Nakayama, 1985) and insect (Reichardt et al., 1983) eyes use motion to detect such a camouflaged object, but comparatively little is known about the ability to recognize and discriminate between different motion-defined objects. The main question addressed in this paper can be illustrated by. a Victorian magic lantern entertainment. If Figs 1 (A) and (B) are photocopied on transparent sheets and placed one on top of the other, then the bird is virtually invisible. But when sheet B is moved over sheet A the flying bird immediately appears and remains visible while flying. When motion stops, the bird again merges into the background. For our present purpose, the relevant point is that the shape of the bird can be recognized; the object is not merely detected. This simple entertainment demonstrates the possibility of shape discrimination from motion alone. At a quantitative level it is known that, for a 1 deg' dotted rectangle that cannot be distinguished from its dotted surroundings except when it moves relative to the surroundings, as little as 10% change in the side lengths can be discriminated. To put Figure 1 . If a transparency of B is superimposed on a transparency of A, the bird is visually invisible, but when B is moved across A the bird is not only immediately seen, but its shape is easily recognisable. The moving bird's shape is defined almost entirely by relative motion. The demonstration can also be achieved by projecting slides of A and B. The principle was described in a children's book published in the late 1930's, but the basic idea dates from Victorian times at the least. The effectiveness of the camouflage in this particular example was achieved as follows: The bird is defined by 21 penstrokes in ordered array; the background is composed of the same 21 penstrokes arranged randomly. this in a familiar context, a 1 deg2 luminance-defined rectangle must have a contrast of 20%, far above contrast detection threshold, before this 10% shape discrimination performance is achieved (Regan and Beverley, 1984) , suggesting that acute spatial discrimination can be achieved with a motion-defined object. In recent years the neural mechanisms that presumably underlie fine spatial discriminations such as our common ability to recognize one among hundreds of familiar faces have been studied by measuring supposedly more elementary discriminations including vernier acuity for objects such as bright lines that are defined by luminance contrast (Andrews et al., 1973; Westheimer, 1 975, 1 979; Watt and Morgan, 1983; Watt et al., 1983) . This paper reports that surprisingly acute vernier judgements are possible for objects defined by motion alone.
GENERAL METHODS
A pseudo-random pattern of rather sparse bright dots subtending 3.0 deg (horiz) x 3.0 deg was displayed on a CRT (Tektronix model 608 with green P31 phosphor),
